Under some conditions, spontaneous coherent pulsations are known to occur in the output beams of inhomogeneously broadened laser oscillators. These lasers typically operate with a Gaussian transverse field distribution, while the corresponding theoretical models assume a uniform-plane-wave field. The effects of a Gaussian field on the stability criteria of single-mode inhomogeneously broadened ring laser oscillators are considered in this study. It is found that in comparison to a plane wave a Gaussian field variation still permits low-threshold spontaneous pulsations but reduces the parameter space over which these pulsations can be observed.
INTRODUCTION
Spontaneous pulsation instabilities have been observed and studied in laser oscillators almost since the first laser was operated [1] . Most of the early theoretical studies of laser dynamics were based on rate equations that provide a mathematical description of the time-dependent planewave intensities and spatially uniform population densities, and such models were useful in interpreting many of the experimentally documented laser behaviors. The simplest rate equation laser models were, however, found to be stable, so the interpretation of laser instabilities required additional considerations or more complicated descriptions of the underlying physics. A familiar example is the spiking behavior that is observed in pulsed and cw ruby lasers and the difficulty in finding a satisfactory explanation.
One of the more challenging theoretical generalizations involves the abandonment of rate equations in favor of semiclassical laser models that were also developed very early. The simplest semiclassical model for a homogeneously broadened laser was shown by Haken [2] to be equivalent to the Lorenz model, which was already popular because of its prediction of unstable and chaotic behavior. However, known instabilities in homogeneously broadened lasers tend to differ in some characteristics from those predicted by the Lorenz-Haken (L-H) equations and they also tend to occur at pumping levels below the L-H instability thresholds. In an effort to make the models more realistic, the possibility of Gaussian-beam fields rather than plane waves was explored, but these field variations were found to entirely eliminate the instabilities in the simplest models [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, it was shown that some Lorenz-like pulsation behavior in farinfrared (FIR) ammonia lasers could be modeled by generalizing the L-H model to include a three-level structure and Doppler broadening [7, 8] . In an alternate approach it was found that experimental results could be represented by generalizing the L-H model to include both a Gaussian transverse field variation and a Gaussian pump distribution [9, 10] . More recently the models with transverse field and pump variations have been extended to homogeneously broadened lasers with multiple longitudinal modes [11] [12] [13] .
The above-mentioned theoretical studies all are extensions from the L-H model for homogeneously broadened lasers. On the other hand, instabilities also exist in Lamb's Maxwell-Schrödinger model for inhomogeneously broadened gas lasers [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and stability criteria for these lasers have been developed that allow for arbitrary values of the most important laser parameters [21] . For practical operating conditions, these instabilities can occur with very low thresholds and good agreement between theory and experiment has been obtained. In contrast to homogeneously broadened lasers, where extra physics must be added to obtain an approximation of experimental instability data, the theoretical interpretations for inhomogeneously broadened lasers have yielded good agreement using the simplest possible planetraveling-wave electromagnetic fields. Instead of adding physics to obtain agreement, however, one must be sure with inhomogeneously broadened lasers that no essential physics has been neglected that might undo the seemingly good agreement.
With inhomogeneously broadened lasers, some degree of spectral cross relaxation must occur due to velocitychanging collisions. It has been shown that with experimental values for the cross-relaxation rates, this effect is unimportant [22] . With homogeneously broadened lasers, the inclusion of standing-wave fields, as is common in practice, substantially raises the already high instability thresholds [23] , but with inhomogeneously broadened lasers the thresholds remain low, and standing-wave fields were included in the first theoretical models [14] . The purpose of the present study has been to consider the possible consequences for instabilities in inhomogeneously broadened lasers when the field profile in the laser is Gaussian rather than plane wave. A comparison of type 1 perturbation stability curves [24] for both the uniformplane-wave and the constant-spot-size Gaussian-beam models shows that, at the same values of laser operating parameters, the instability tends to occur at higher pumping rates and for a narrower range of parameter values for the Gaussian-beam case than with uniform plane waves. While the increased instability thresholds and narrowed pulsation regions are of interest, the main point of these results is that in contrast to homogeneously broadened lasers there remain conditions corresponding to previous instability experiments under which spontaneous pulsations should be possible. This is reassuring, since low-threshold spontaneous pulsations are readily observed in laboratory experiments with these lasers under the predicted conditions. The basic theoretical model for a unidirectional Gaussian beam in a uniformly pumped ring-laser oscillator is established in Section 2. The steady-state solutions of this model are also derived. A perturbation stability analysis of the model is developed in Section 3. The results of this analysis are shown graphically and compared with the corresponding results for the uniform-plane-wave model. Even with Gaussian fields, as with plane-wave fields, the pulsation thresholds for these lasers can be very close to the ordinary lasing thresholds.
MODEL
The starting point for this analysis is a set of MaxwellSchrodinger equations that has been the basis for several previous studies of laser instabilities [22] . In its reduced and normalized three-decay-rate form, this model has been the basis for a plane-wave instability study of inhomogeneously broadened gas lasers [21] . The purpose of the present study is to consider a modification of the same model that replaces the plane-wave field with a Gaussian transverse field distribution:
‫ץ‬P r ͑V,r,t͒
‫ץ‬P i ͑V,r,t͒ ‫ץ‬t = − ␥͕P i ͑V,r,t͒ + VP r ͑V,r,t͒
‫ץ‬D͑V,r,t͒
The independent variables in Eqs. (1)- (4) include the time t, the radius r, and the normalized atomic or molecular velocity V = kv / ␥ (for Doppler inhomogeneous broadening) where k is the propagation constant, v is the actual velocity, and ␥ is the polarization decay rate. The dependent variables in Eqs. (1)- (4) include the real and imaginary parts of the complex polarization P r ͑V , r , t͒ and P i ͑V , r , t͒, the unsaturated population difference D 0 , the saturation induced correction to the population difference D͑V , r , t͒, and the electric field amplitude A͑t͒. The function G͑r͒ was not included in the uniform-plane-wave model [21, 22, 24] and it represents the Gaussian radial amplitude distribution. Thus the local amplitude distribution is defined by A͑r , t͒ = G͑r͒A͑t͒ with G͑r͒ = ͑2/͒ 1/2 exp͑−r 2 / w 2 ͒. The decay rates include the polarization decay rate ␥, the population difference decay rate ␥ d , and the electric field cavity decay rate ␥ c . This formulation for inclusion of Gaussian fields is analogous to that employed previously for homogeneously broadened lasers [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Instability criteria for lasers are generally expressed in terms of the laser threshold parameter. This parameter expresses the actual pumping rate of a laser in terms of the minimum pumping required for the laser to reach the laser oscillation threshold. In the following paragraphs the threshold parameter is derived for the laser described by Eqs. (1)-(4). Considering first the laser at steady state, i.e., ‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬t = 0, Eqs. (1)- (4) reduce to
D s ͑V,r͒ = G͑r͒A s P is ͑V,r͒, ͑7͒
G͑r͒P is ͑V,r͒dVrdr. ͑8͒
Equations (5)- (7) can be combined to obtain
Equations (8) and (9) then yield
͑10͒
Therefore, the unsaturated population difference D 0 can be written as
.
͑11͒
The value of the population difference at threshold when lasing just commences is
The threshold parameter R can be defined as
Equation (10) can be solved for A s 2 in terms of this threshold parameter as
An equivalent result has been given in a previous study of power in steady-state Gaussian-beam lasers [25] . Equation (2) can now be rewritten in terms of the threshold parameter as ‫ץ‬P i ͑V,r,t͒ ‫ץ‬t = − ␥ ͫ P i ͑V,r,t͒ + VP r ͑V,r,t͒
STABILITY ANALYSIS
To analyze the stability behavior of the laser, we assume solutions in the form P r ͑V,r,t͒ = P rs ͑V,r͒ + P r Ј͑V,r,t͒, P i ͑V,r,t͒ = P is ͑V,r͒ + P i Ј͑V,r,t͒, 
G͑r͒͑P is ͑V,r͒
where some of the terms involving variables at steady state cancel using Eqs. 
͑24͒
Due to the linear nature of Eqs. (21)- (24), we can assume a set of solutions in the form P r Ј͑V,r,tЈ͒ = P r Ј͑V,r͒e tЈ , 
͑29͒
Substituting P r Ј͑V,r͒ from Eq. (26) into Eq. (27) yields
Combining Eqs. (28) and (30) using Eqs. (7), (9), and (13) leads to
͑31͒
Substituting P i Ј͑V,r͒ from Eq. (31) into Eq. (29) yields
where
have been used. Due to the even-function nature of the integrand in Eq. (32) with respect to V, one can rewrite Eq. (32) as
At this point it is optional whether to perform the K integration or the V integration first. To be specific we start with V and introduce the following variable changes:
The V integral in Eq. (36) can then be performed as follows: 
͑38͒
Equations (14), (36), and (38) may be combined to obtain
͑39͒
Using again the definitions in Eq. (37), Eq. (39) becomes the result
͑40͒
The next step in this analysis could be to carry out the remaining integration over the parameter K. This process is possible in closed form and leads to an implicit analytic equation for the rate constant . However, the integration is tedious, and with a computer it is simpler to analyze Eq. (40) directly. In general, the complex rate constant in Eq. (40) consists of a real and an imaginary part. A negative value of the real part of means that a small perturbation of the steady-state solution will decay with time. This indicates that the laser system is in a stable mode of operation. On the other hand, a positive value of the real part of means that a small perturbation of the steady-state solution will increase with time indicating that the system is unstable. Exactly at the instability threshold, the real part of is zero. Equation (40) has been programmed and solved for the instability threshold using a two-dimensional secant method in the complex plane.
The results of the calculations of Eq. (40) for a Gaussian-beam electromagnetic field are the stability curves shown in Fig. 1 . Each curve in the figure represents the stability boundary below which the laser pro- duces a cw output field. Above each curve small perturbations of the cw solution increase with time indicating that the laser is unstable with respect to spontaneous pulsations. The instability boundaries for the corresponding plane-wave electromagnetic field are shown in Fig. 2 [21] .
A comparison of these results shows that, for the same values of ␦ and , a laser with a constant spot-size Gaussian field requires higher values of the threshold parameter to reach the instability threshold compared to a laser with a plane-wave field. This indicates that the Gaussian field envelope, in effect, helps stabilize the laser system. It should be noted, however, that for values of the parameter ␦ below about 0.3 the instability thresholds for both the plane-wave and Gaussian-beam field models are close to unity. As reviewed in [21] , the value of ␦ for a typical 3.51 m xenon laser is about 0.033, and from the data reviewed in [26] the value of ␦ for a 3.39 m helium-neon laser is about 0.22. Thus, even with the inclusion of a Gaussian field distribution, the stability thresholds for these well-known spontaneously pulsing systems are close to the ordinary lasing thresholds.
CONCLUSION
We have investigated the stability of a semiclassical laser model for inhomogeneously broadened unidirectional ring-laser oscillators with constant-spot-size TEM 00 Gaussian fields. Type 1 stability boundaries were obtained by applying a linear stability analysis to this model. A comparison of the stability boundaries from the present study with those for lasers with uniform-planewave fields shows that, for the same values of laser parameters, the Gaussian field distribution helps in stabilizing the lasers against small perturbations by raising the type 1 instability threshold and by narrowing the range of parameter values for which instabilities can be observed. These effects are, however, much less significant than for other laser types. Low-threshold spontaneous pulsations are readily observed experimentally in inhomogeneously broadened lasers that simultaneously include the stabilizing effects of Gaussian-mode transverse fields, standing-wave longitudinal fields, and some degree of intracavity field focusing.
